Gesso™
Casegoods

Modularity
Managed.

Create a beautiful foundation with Gesso,
a suite of GREENGUARD Certified,
contemporary casegoods that blend
finely crafted veneer with other quality
materials. Satisfy diverse needs by
incorporating laminate, acrylic and
metallic elements, also shaping an
aesthetic from a multitude of finish, color
and pull options.

Gesso: Studio Teak (TK) veneer with Black
Arc (BAC) pull and Square edge profile (Y).
Seating: Clutch swivel with Ultrafabrics
Brisa White.

Frameless acrylic panels can be positioned
above the desk for work task privacy or
flipped down to serve as modesty panels.

Transformative
Power.

With a number of open configuration
options, Gesso work stations are
designed to adapt to users’ changing
needs throughout the day. An open
work surface with an end support or
pedestal swiftly converts from taskdriven activities to conference space for
impromptu meetings.

Gesso: Golden Cherry (GC) veneer with Black
Arc (BAC) pull and Square edge profile (Y).
Tackboard Fabric: CF Stinson Nikko Aspen.

Natural
Flexibility.

Stylish and exceptionally durable, Gesso’s
built up and modular components are
available in six-inch increments for
easy reconfigurability. Versatile storage
integrates seamlessly. Employ it high or
low, wall-mounted or freestanding, open
or closed.

Gesso: Espresso (EW) veneer with Aluminum
Elite (AEL) pull and Square (Y) edge profile.
Canvas: Designer White (WH) laminate.

The clean aesthetic is well connected,
accommodating technology seamlessly.

Refined Style.

No matter how you compose it, there’s
a stroke of genius in the clean horizontal
planes, light scaling and humanistic
dimensions of Gesso. Stack-on storage
cabinets, available in 30" and 36" widths
and in multiple configurations, help
define an environment. Upper storage
units have standard and sliding door
options; used with modular and low
height storage, they can be set 58", 70",
and 82" high.

Gesso: Golden Cherry (GC) veneer with
Aluminum Quadra (AQD) pull and Square (Y)
edge profile.

Effortless
Organization.

Wall-mounted cabinets at various heights
keep frequently-used items within easy
reach from multiple positions. Doors
may be veneer or framed acrylic. Low
credenzas offer free-flowing surface
space and invite informal interaction
when topped with cushions. A functional
U leg support gives a desktop an agile
sensibility.

Gesso: Legacy Walnut (LW) veneer with
Aluminum Beam (ABM) pull and Square (Y)
edge profile. Cushion Fabric: CF Stinson
Velocity Owl.

Power and data route through “U” supports
for easy access to data ports. Low credenzas
with cushion tops invite impromptu interaction.

Artful
Personality.

Who says a desk must be square?
Express individuality with curved
corner units or cockpit desks, available
as standard, in veneer or laminate. A
metallic cylinder base adds industrial flair.
Further refine the design from four edge
options and a selection of seven sleek
pull designs in two finishes.

Gesso: Dark Cherry (DC) veneer with
Aluminum Quadra (AQD) pull and Square
(Y) edge profile. Tackboard Fabric: CF
Stinson Nikko Aspen.

Functional
Diversity.

Incorporate standing height tables of 42"
to facilitate alternative working styles
and tasks. Encourage communication
and teamwork with a symmetrical
configuration that provides ample private
storage, multiple work surfaces and
uninterrupted common space.

Gesso: Autumn Cherry (AC) veneer with
Aluminum Buckle (ABU) pull and Square
(Y) edge profile. Canvas: Designer White
(WH) laminate. Tackboard Fabric: CF
Stinson Dapple Huron. Seating: Ultrafabrics
Brisa White.

Sleek “O” and “U” leg supports enhance the
clean aesthetic. Available in 42” and 30” high.

Skillful
Composition.

Frame semi-enclosed offices in an open
environment with reconfigurable modular
components. Acrylic dividers help
separate adjacent workspaces, keeping
tasks private while enabling eye contact
and communication between neighbors.

Gesso: Artisan Walnut (AW) with Black Arc
(BAC) pull and Square (Y) edge profile.

Typical Configurations

Finish Options
Wood Veneer (W)

Clear Maple*
CM

Light Maple*
LM

Golden Cherry*
GC

Bourbon Cherry
BC

Autumn Cherry*
AC

Dark Cherry
DC

Studio Teak*
TK

Legacy Walnut
LW

Artisan Walnut
AW

Harvest Walnut
HW

Mahogany on Walnut*
MW

Espresso Walnut*
EW

* Available in high pressure laminate tops on veneer chassis. (L)

Quartered Veneer (Q)

Sunglow Walnut
SW

Java Wenge
JW

Metal Frame Options

Aluminum

Oyster

Pearlescent White

Sugar Cookie

Fossil

Mist

Storm

Noir

Flute
X

Square
Y

Edge Options

Double Kerf
F

Duo
G

Pull Options

Aluminum Arc
AAC

Aluminum Buckle
ABU

Aluminum Elite
AEL

Aluminum Focus
AFC

Aluminum Quadra
AQD

Aluminum Beam
ABM

Aluminum Groove
AGR

Black Arc
BAC

Black Buckle
BBU

Black Elite
BEL

Black Focus
BFC

Black Quadra
BQD

Black Beam
BBM

Black Groove
BGR
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